An Alternative Approach to Reduced-Complexity CPM-Receivers Abstract-Optimum coherent receivers for CPM-signals have in general a high degree of complexity. Especially for the most interesting schemes that offer significant power and bandwidth efficiency with smoothed frequency pulses, o r that implement a n additional convolutional code, the number of parallel filters at the receiver input, and the number of memory-states which have to be traced by a Viterbi-decoder, both become increasingly large. In contrast to a previous approach dealing with the receiver's complexity each one of these problems is treated separately in this paper. For this purpose, a concise analysis of the inherent trellis-encoder associated with CPM is initially given. It is then demonstrated that for almost all schemes of interest in practice, it is quite sufficient for the receiver to implement only four or six linear filters which respresent proper reference signals. For a reduction in the number of memory-states, decision feedback sequence estimation together with a minimization of the unprocessed intersymbo1 interference is proposed. Modifications of this procedure allow a state-reduction without, o r with only negligible losses, because only e r r o r events with large distances a r e affected. Combinations of these methods make possible a n almost continuous tradeoff between receiver-complexity and SNR-losses. Several examples a r e considered for which evaluations of minimum Euclidean distances and results obtained by simulation a r e given.
INTRODUCTION HE use of continuous phase modulation (CPM [13-
T [3] ) in digital communication systems offers power and bandwidth efficiency advantages, when compared to more traditional modulation schemes. The main nonlinear effects of high power amplifiers, i.e., AMIAM-and AMI PM-conversion (cf. [4] ), are avoided by systems utilizing CPM, due to the constant signal envelope. Therefore, efficient signal amplification without a significant reconstruction of undesired spectral sidelobes is possible. The CPM-signal contains an inherent trellis code due to the phase continuity condition and the correlative coding of smoothed frequency pulses. Both effects are appropriate for a reduction of signal bandwidth and transmitter power requirements. The penalty for the advantages offered by CPM in general is a highly complex coherent receiver implementing a maximum likelihood sequence estimation algorithm. That is, a large number of parallel linear filters is necessary at the receiver input, and many memory-states have to be traced by a , [31] ).
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Much work (e.g., [I] , [5] - [10] , [38] - [39] ) has been done to overcome some of the realization problems associated with coherent CPM receivers. For the special case of binary CPM with modulation index 1/2, simple MSK-type receivers can be used with only small losses when compared to the performance of the optimum receiver. For other CPM-schemes, a complexity reduction was proposed in [I], [6] by the use of a slightly mismatched receiver. That is, shorter frequency pulses are used at the receiver than at the transmitter, resulting in both the number of linear filters and memory-states to be reduced in one step.
In contrast to this approach for reducing the receiver complexity we treat both issues separately in this paper. For that purpose, an analysis of the inherent trellis-encoder of CPM is presented in Section 11. In order to study the question, how many dimensions are necessary per symbol interval to accurately represent a CPM-signal in a signal space, we make use of a bound on the maximum number of time-limited orthogonal functions constrained to a given frequency bandwidth. Especially for partial response frequency pulses [2] , an extensive reduction in the number of required linear filters is predicted by this method. The selection of a small number of reference signals is based on two simple proposed methods. One such method involves the application of a modified GramSchmidt procedure to the set of signal segments within one modulation interval, while the second requires the introduction of a few simple functions to form a signal space, in which the Euclidean distances between all signal elements are represented very accurately. The results presented in Section Ill show that four or six dimensions are sufficient to yield good performance results for reduced complexity receivers in most CPM-schemes of interest in practice.
For the problem of an excessive number of different memory-states, the use of different reduced-state sequence estimation algorithms is proposed in Section IV. Starting from decision feedback sequence estimation ([ 141, [ 151) modified versions are developed to minimize the loss of minimum Euclidean distance at several levels of complexity reduction.
The complexity reduction method using shorter frequency pulses at the receiver than at the transmitter [ 11, [6] may be interpreted as a special case of the alternative approach presented in this paper. The separate treatment of both problems yields a more significant reduction in 0733-871618911200-1437$01 . OO O 1989 IEEE 
quires a short analysis of the inherent trellis code of CPM. 27r 
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where E denotes the signal energy per modulation interval T, f, is the carrier frequency, and h = k / p denotes the rational modulation index where k and p are relatively prime integers.
the data sequence is mapped to -* * k ( M -1 ) } where M is assumed to be even.
is identical to the instantaneous signal frequency corre-CPM schemes.
M-ary bipolar phase-increments, that is ai E { k 1 , + 3 , 'Pending to a long sequence ai = -( M -) for certain
The phase pulse q ( t ) is normalized in the Sense that We introduce unipolar phase-increments Pi where
L the phase-function is expressed by so that the phase transitions are expressed by
with the modified phase states given by Within the time interval nT
(10) (4) which are updated recursively according to For modulation indexes with an odd numerator k , the elements
of the sequence 0 of phase-states belong to two different classes, as the sum C a, alternatively is even and odd. Therefore, the Markov chain of phase-states has 2p states, a period of 2 , and in this case is reducible (cf. [ 1 9 ] ) . In order to generate an irreducible ergodic Markov chain of modified phase-states \k, -in any case, we make use of a slope-function c ( t ), defined by
( 1 1 ) From the definition of the phase transition function b ( t , f l ) , the unipolar description of a CPM-signal relative to the reference frequency fR, which often was used for schemes utilizing rectangular frequency pulses (e.g., [ 2 0 ] , [ 3 1 ] ) , is hereby extended to schemes with arbitrary frequency pulses.
The CPM-modulator can now be divided into a "natural" trellis encoder with memory and a mapper or signaltable [ 3 6 ] , which associates signal segments of duration T to the encoder output. The structure of the inherent trellis encoder shown in Fig. 1 is immediately derived from ( 6 ) and (1 1). The memory due to the intersymbol interference (ISI) associated with the frequency pulses is represented by a M-ary shift register with L -1 stages. The memory introduced by the continuous phase condition has a recursive structure due to (1 1). This recursive structure corresponds to the well-known differential encoder used Fig. 1 For such an absolute phase-mapping, the continuous phase condition is represented by only one p-ary delay element. The resulting nonrecursive structure of the natural trellis encoder offers some advantages when convolutional codes are combined with CPM, in that more delay elements can be shared by both encoders. A state reduction is therefore possible however at the price of losing the rotational invariance M L different signal segments form the elements of the signal set, the rate of the inherent trellis encoder is equal to log ( M ) / ( L * log ( M ) + log ( p ) ) . In Fig. 2 , a graphic illustration for the elements of the signal set is given for L = 1. The phase-state is represented by the angle within a complex plane at a specific phase-increment 0. Since a certain transition of the instantaneous frequency is associated with a specific phase increment, this illustration may also be interpreted along the frequency axis (not to be confused with the signal spectra! ).
(Complex baseband equivalents of the bandpass signal elements and the condition A, >> M h / T will be used in the sequel). Since all signal elements in one complex plane are related to the same information, this figure again elucidates the rotational invariance property of CPM with phase-increment mapping.
property [161, V7I. Since all p 111. REDUCTION OF THE NUMBER OF LINEAR FILTERS Due to the nonlinear modulation process, only those signal elements which are addressed by identical phaseincrements 0,; i E { n -L + 1 , * * * , n }, but by different phase-states ' k, -L , can be expressed by linear combinations. All such signal elements are representable by two representors having the phase states ' k, -= 0 and \k, -= p / 4 (in-phase-and quadrature components; p / 4 E R ) . In Fig. 2 For CPFSK or CPM with sufficiently smoothed frequency pulses ( L 2 3 ) the phase-functions within one time interval T are straight lines or slight variations of these. Therefore the real and imaginary parts of the spectra of all 2 -M~ representative signal-elements can roughly be approximated by sin Fig. 3 , the real part of such spectra is illustrated. For frequency pulses g ( t ) 2 0; V t , the center frequencies J; of the baseband equivalents of the signal elements are concentrated within the interval 131).
Therefore, in the most extreme case, less than 10 percent of the energy of any signal element is outside the band-
The number D of time-limited orthogonal functions, which meet this condition is bounded, that is D D,,,
Therefore, all signal-elements are representable by an appropriate set of at most D,,, real functions, so that quite sufficient statistics associated with a segment of the received signal having duration T , can be obtained with D (14) originates from the presence of complex signal elements.)
According to (14), at least six, ( f o r h * ( M -1 ) > 0.7 eight) dimensions are required. The applicability of MSKtype receivers to binary CPM with h = 1/2 shows this bound to be conservative. However the main result of the rough estimate provided by (14) is that in spite of the nonlinear ISI, the number of linear filters needs not to increase exponentially with the duration L of the frequency pulses. The problem of finding appropriate reference signals remains unsolved, with an optimum solution perhaps possible by application of the theory developed in [ 121, [13] (cf. [23] ). Here, we propose two simple approaches.
The first approach involves transforming the 2 . M L representative signal elements into a signal space with rectangular (Cartesian) coordinates. The reference-signals are then searched within the set of the signal elements. A computer program was written to implement the Gram-Schmidt procedure in which the correlation coefficients of all pairs of signal elements are used. These correlation coefficients can be easily calculated for rectangular frequency pulses ( L = 1: lREC, see, e:g., [20] , [24] ) and were evaluated by numerical integration for other frequency pulses. In this procedure, new dimensions are generated until the unit energy of all signal elements is achieved within an error of less than Although the resulting signal space always is identical, the components of the signal-vectors are quite different when the elements are differently ordered at the start of the Gram-Schmidt procedure [ 113. For a reduction in the number of dimensions, we desire components which decrease as steeply as possible for higher order dimensions. This property can be achieved by a good choice in the direction of the orthonormal functions. In order to find a Cartesian basis with proper directions, we propose a Gram-Schmidt-procedure which incorporates a minimization-algorithm. The procedure starts with a given signal element and at each subsequent step a signal element is selected in such way that it has a minimum correlation with all orthogonal functions already determined. This way, the first signal space dimensions contain most of the 
energy, and a strong decrease in higher order dimensions is established. The starting element has to be also optimized for a steepest energy decrease. To give an example, Table I lists the maximum energy contents in the components of all vectors, which represent the signal elements of the scheme with the parameters M = 4, h = 1/4, lREC in a Cartesian signal space. The coordinates differ only slightly from the last four dimensions. Therefore, these higher order coordinates are almost irrelevant [ 111 and may be omitted without significant losses. (Surprisingly, in this example the steepest energy descent was obtained by starting the procedure with one of the "inner" signal elements 3, 4, 5, 6; see Fig. 2 .) The losses caused by a reduction in the number or dimensions were calculated for some CPM-schemes using a sequential algorithm similar to the one described in [2] for determining the minimum Euclidean distance of a trellis-coded scheme. The utilizable Euclidean distances between all signal elements within the reduced signal space are used in place of the real distances. (The reduction in the number of dimensions causes only information loss with no introduction of unprocessed intersymbol interference. The minimum Euclidean distance can be therefore calculated in this simple way, [6] .)
For some examples the losses of minimum Euclidean distance due to a reduction to four and six in the number of linear filters are listed in Table 11 . The results are given for CPM, both with and without the use of an additional convolutional encoder, ref. to [ 171, [25] . A detailed analysis of the results presented, reveals that remarkable distance losses for some specific pairs of signal elements affect only slightly the minimum Euclidean distance of the related modulation scheme. These losses are partly offset by the inherent trellis-code of a CPM-scheme, making the losses smaller when the minimum distance error events are extended over a larger number of intervals by an encoder with more memory. Especially for schemes with smoothed frequency pulses, a dramatic reduction in the for D > 4, this condition was not satisfied.) On the other hand, the best coordinate directions may not be obtained by this method. To illustrate this point we use the simple example of a dimensionality reduction from 2 to 1. In Fig.  4 , three signal elements are represented by x marks. Based on the proposed procedure, only such one-dimensional spaces (straight lines) which are defined by the origin and one of the signal points x would be taken into consideration. For highly noise immune modulation schemes, it is not the energy of the signal elements but rather their distances that must be accurately represented in a signal space. Therefore, if we take a new signal element marked by 0 as reference which is not within the original set, an improved representation of these distances may be possible. Based on these considerations, in our second approach we introduce new reference signals which are taken symmetrically with respect to the carrier frequency and equally spaced on the frequency axis. For an even number D of dimensions we define the set of reference signal elements { e r ( t ) } to be
For a particular modulation scheme, the frequency spacing parameter Af has to be optimized with respect to the minimum utilizable Euclidean distance. Fig. 5 illustrates the equivalent baseband reference signal elements for the cases in which 4 and 6 dimensions are used. Signals with amplitude-and/or phase-modulation and unequal frequency spacing may be slightly better in some cases, however the definition (15) is more practicable, as only one parameter needs to be optimized.
As an example, Fig. 6 shows the Euclidean distance loss as a function of the frequency spacing parameter Af due to the use of 4 and 6 dimensions instead of 2 . M L = 128 dimensions. The losses can be seen to be very low in the broad region corresponding to 0 < A f < 1 / T. Using four dimensions and the optimized frequency spacing parameter, this loss is reduced by 31 percent when compared to the value presented in Table 11 . (The losses were determined by the above described method.)
In Figs. 7-10 the losses due to the use of only four or six filters with optimized frequency spacing parameters Af are presented for several 4-and 8-ary CPM-schemes.
All discrete calculated points have been connected by straight lines. For rectangular frequency pulses (1REC: CPFSK) the plots of the loss versus h display extreme fluctuations. For an interpretation of this fact, we consider the special case M = 4; h = 1/3; 1REC. This ments, such situations exist at some isolated points. For smoothed frequency pulses many slight mismatches occur. Therefore, the curves in Fig. 9 can be seen to in- crease monotonically. The curves in Figs. 7-10 indicate that the losses are small provided that a frequency spacing of the reference-signal elements greater than 1 / T is not necessary to cover the "outer" signal elements on the frequency axis. These observations may be supported with a lower bound on the number of dimensions necessary when using equal spaced reference signals (1 5) 
The D x D transformation matrix A [with reference-elements ordered by (1 5 [l] representing a reducible Markov chain, is easily resolved by this synchronization method.)
An algorithm for symbol synchronization may also be implemented using these vector sequences. (An approach to symbol synchronization similar to that presented in [21] , requires no special equipment to generate the derivative of the received signal, because pairs of the reference signals (1 5) are invariant relative to differentiation operation.)
By a further (time invariant) linear transformation, rectangular coordinates may be generated that simplify metric calculations in terms of Euclidean distances (Fig. 11) . The corresponding transformation matrix B can easily be determined by an application of the Gram-Schmidt-procedure on the reference signal elements (15).
Clearly, this second transformation is unnecessary when metrics expressed in terms of correlations are used or when orthonormal reference signals e,! ( t ) ; j E { 0, -. * , 
However, within the Cartesian signal space, the synchronization is more complicated than in the oblique coordinate systems given by (15). Therefore the structure shown in Fig. 11 appears to be more advantageous. An effect surprising in the first instance is apparent from Fig. 6 , in that the losses due to the basis { e J ( t ) (15) increase negligibly, when the frequency spacing parameter Afapproaches zero, whereas for Af = 0 (two dimensions) a loss of 1.75 dB occurs. This fact can be interpreted by an analysis of the orthonormal functions e,' ( t ) . For small (but positive) values of Af, some functions e,' ( t ) are obtained by high amplification of the small differences between the functions el ( t ) . As the functions e,' ( t ) are orthogonal, they always occupy approximately the same bandwidth, independent of the original frequency spacing parameter Af(0 < Af < l / T ) . Thus, the signal elements are representable with sufficient accuracy even by such a degenerated basis that results when Af -+ 0. Clearly, a high sensitivity to the reference signals and numerical problems associated with the metric computations appear if the frequency spacing parameter A f is chosen to be too small.
IV. REDUCTION I N THE NUMBER OF MEMORY STATES
The number of different memory-states Z = M L -I -p of a CPM modulator (cf. Fig. 1 In this paper, the complexity of a sequence-estimation procedure is measured by the number A of trellis branches, which have to be processed per equivalent bit interval [29] , 1301. If a convolutional encoder with rate R, = u / n is used ( R c = 1: no code used), whose redundancy is transmitted by means of an increased signal space ( M = 2"), this complexity number A is given by
where Z is the number of encoder-modulator memory states.
For K-fold multiple trellis-coded schemes ([22] , [29] , [30] ) with K modulation intervals for one coding interval the complexity number becomes
The receiver complexity problem arising from the large number of memory-states can be diminished by an application of well-known reduced state sequence-detection algorithms, which were originally developed for signals with severe linear intersymbol interference. Such algorithms may be separated into two classes, the first of which is characterized by a forward looking procedure along a few paths with high probability and is closely related to the so-called M-algorithm (e.g., [32] , [33] ). The second class consists of approaches derived from the Viterbi algorithm and is characterized by looking backward for the best paths leading to states.
In this section, we discuss algorithms of the second class, especially the application of reduced state sequence estimation (RSSE) proposed in [15] , [35] to CPM and some extensions of this procedure. A comparison of these methods with a search algorithm of the first class will be given at the end of this section.
At first we take a special case of RSSE, namely decision feedback sequence estimation (DFSE, [14], [15] ). DFSE is only applicable if the encoder-modulator trellis has a butterfly structure. That is, the set of states must be partitionable into classes in such a way that each class comprises MKR' states, and all branches which emerge from these states lead to MKRR, different successor states. An encoder with shift register memory always produces a trellis with a butterfly structure, however for CPM this property is not essential because of the recursive structure of the inherent trellis encoder (e.g., M = 2, L = 1 , h = 1 / 3 ) . For DFSE, at a first state reduction level, all states of a class (butterfly) are regarded as one hyperstate of a reduced trellis, cf. Fig. 12 . The state reduction factor is equal to r f = M K R 1 .
(Here, only such a first level state reduction is considered which corresponds to the choice .Ik = MKR' for 1 K -1 a n d J K = 1 in [35] . The notation of [35] is however not applicable here. Only for schemes with very long frequency pulses or with a convolutional code having a high constraint length, a state reduction by DFSE at higher levels is useful [34] .)
The actual substate within a hyperstate is uniquely determined by the optimum path which leads to this hyperstate. The signal element associated with a branch between hyperstates varies and is a function of the substate within the emerging hyperstate. Thus, a feedback of the past survivor decision is used for the selection of the actual signal elements associated with the branches within the reduced trellis so that the symbols on the top of the path-registers influence the metric calculations.
Because a final decision has to be made between paths entering a common hyperstate, the contribution due to the last interval before their real merger to their Euclidean distance is lost. Therefore, the square of the utilizable normalized minimum Euclidean distance d:," ([ 11, [341) is reduced by this loss. The butterfly condition guarantees that such premature decisions are made only between paths which would actually merge in the next step. Without this property, an uncontrolled error propagation would occur and the code corresponding to the reduced trellis would be catastrophic. Therefore, some remarks on this condition pertaining to CPM with phase-increment-(or frequency-)mapping are necessary. (For CPM with absolute or semidifferential phase-mapping , the inherent trellis encoder has a shift register memory so that DFSE is applicable at all state reduction levels.)
A) For CPM with partial response frequency pulses ( L 2 2 ) , DFSE is always applicable. This can be proved by observing that the nonrecursive part of the memory of the inherent trellis encoder of CPM (Fig. l) , which exists for B) For L = 1 only schemes with M 2 p are considered, which have a fully interconnected phase-state trellis so that transitions between all states are possible in one step. The trellis consists of only one butterfly and therefore DFSE degenerates to a symbol-by-symbol detection with decision feedback. (DFSE can also be successfully applied to CPM ( L = 1 ) combined with convolutional codes. In [34] , some restrictions on convolutional encoders are derived to guarantee the butterfly property .) Table I11 presents some results on the minimum normalized Euclidean distances which are utilizable by the reduced-state decoding procedure (row: DFSE), for 4-ary schemes with a smoothed frequency pulse of the type 3RC ([1]-[3] ). The losses compared to a full state detection (FS) scheme are small, as the signal-elements of the last step before a merger of paths have small distances for these frequency pulses.
In Table IV , some examples of the combination of such 4-ary schemes ( h = I / 4 ) with an additional rate 1 / 2 convolutional encoder are presented (columns DFSE). In the columns labeled single trellis, the minimum utilizable Euclidean distances dSn are listed for codes with equal coding and modulation intervals ( K = 1 ). The optimum codes have been given in [17], [34] . Additionally, Table  IV contains results on double trellis coded CPM schemes with a mapping of the encoder output to the signal within two adjacent modulation intervals ( K = 2, [22]). The encoder structure pertaining to these schemes is shown in Fig. 13 . The rate R, = 2 / 4 results from a convolutional encoder with rate 2 / 3 and a redundant mapper with rate 3/4, which forces a constant LSB x,, at the modulator input over two modulation intervals. This implies a reduction in the number of phase-states at the boundaries of the coding interval 2 T by a factor of two. The reference to the optimum codes in Table IV is related to the structure of Fig. 13 . The most important result presented in Table  IV , is the fact that a higher utilizable Euclidean distance is achieved at a given complexity number A, when a code with a greater constraint length is used together with a suboptimum decoding procedure, instead of a shorter code decoded by the full state algorithm. Especially at low complexity numbers, double trellis-coded schemes clearly exhibit superior performance compared to single trelliscoded schemes. The problem of error propagation due to decision feedback was addressed by simulation with some of the results given in Figs. [34] .) For all examples considered, only a small degradation occurred at moderate error rates ( lop3), while at low error rates ( < almost no performance degradation was observed. Table 1V .
The decrease in the utilizable Euclidean distance caused by the loss of the contribution of the last interval before a merger of paths, can be avoided by a less rigorous state reduction procedure. For schemes with M K R t 2 4, not all states of a butterfly are combined to a hyperstate. According to [35] , these states are partitioned into several classes which form the hyperstates. Fig. 12 illustrates such a state partitioning of a 4-ary butterfly into 2 hyperstates. This special case of reduced-state-sequence-estimation (RSSE) will be henceforth denoted by partial DFSE.
By a proper selection of the states which are combined to a hyperstate, it is possible in many cases to avoid minimum distance error events being truncated by this state reduction method [37] . Therefore, the complexity can be halved or even reduced at higher levels without any loss relative to the minimum Euclidean distance. As an example, the trellis of the scheme with M = 4, h = 1 /4, L = 1 is drawn in Fig. 14 where one of the minimum distance error events has been displayed with bold face lines. None of these error events is truncated, if the phase-states \k = 0 and \k = 2 are combined to the first and the phasestates * = 1 and * = 3 to the second hyperstate, respectively.
The error events corresponding to p = 0 to = 2, or = 1 to 0 = 3 and vice versa which are shortened by one interval, have a greater distance than the minimum distance events. Therefore, no asymptotic SNR-loss results from this state reduction. A second advantage of this partial DFSE method is a reduction in the error propagation because the decision feedback is only less than MKR1-ary.
Results for examples in which partial DFSE has been applied to CPM are presented in Tables 111 and IV For symmetrical smoothed frequency pulses ( L 2 3 ), the contribution to the Euclidean distance of the first interval after the path split in the encoder-modulator trellis, is as small as that contributed by the last step before their merger. Therefore, neglecting these distance portions offers the possibility of an additional state reduction. An illustration of this simplification method in Fig. 15 shows one butterfly of a trellis where the signal elements a,, and U , as well as h,, and b, which are associated to branches splitting at the states A and B , respectively, differ only slightly. Therefore, their arithmetic means d and 6, respectively, may be used as reference signal elements at the receiver. With this approximation no particular metric calculations and survivor decisions are necessary for the states C and D. For partial response CPM schemes, this procedure corresponds to the use of a simplified model of the inherent trellis encoder at the receiver [cf. Fig. 1 and (6)] where the influence of the actual input symbol 0, on the selection of a signal element is neglected. The signal table contains arithmetic means due to the neglected input 0,. Furthermore, the first delay element in Fig. 1 is no longer necessary for a state description of the simplified receiver and no further distinction of the states C and D in Fig. 15 is necessary when a delay element in the nonrecursive part of the trellis encoder is omitted. The intersymbol interference caused by neglecting a precursor of the fequency pulse cannot be controlled, and therefore intolerable losses occur for this rigorous state reduction method in the examples considered here (denoted by "Pre." in Figs. 18 and 19) .
This disadvantage can be overcome by modifying this precursor neglect in a manner similar to the modification of DFSE to partial DFSE. For schemes with MHRc 2 4, the branches which emerge from a state are partitioned into subsets in such a way that the maximum intrasubset Euclidean distance is minimal. (This partitioning is equivalent to the usual set partitioning [29] , [35] , however, with the inverse destination.) Each subset is represented at the receiver by the arithmetic mean of its elements. The state reduction factor equals the number of elements per subset. Fig. 16 shows an example of such a simplified model of the inherent trellis encoder of a 4-ary scheme used at the receiver with partial precursor neglect.
The LSB of the actual phase-increment p,, has no influence on the reference signal element. One binary delay element (LSB p,,) is not necessary for the state description and therefore the number of states is halved. The unprocessed intersymbol interference due to this partial precursor neglect diminishes to a small amount so that only low losses have to be tolerated as evidenced by the results pertaining to the part. Pre. labeling of Tables 111 and IV, and Figs. 18 and 19. In the chosen examples with smoothed frequency pulses 3RC and MKR1 = 4, a most interesting tradeoff between receiver complexity and distance loss exists for a full application of DFSE together with partial precursor neglect The application of RSSE and partial precursor neglect to CPM has to be compared to the search algorithm presented in [37] . This algorithm involves calculations of the metrics for all successors of a few active states. From these, the best paths are determined by a selection procedure in order to limit the number of active states after an identification of merging paths has been completed so as to avoid a multiple trace of identical paths. In [37] , an example of a very successful application of this search algorithm to CPM is given, whereas a less propitious example can be found in 1341. The necessary number of active states appears to be almost insensitive to the total number of states. Consequently the state reduction method proposed here is advantageous for schemes with an originally moderately high number of states ( s 128). In Fig.   18 , the results of simulating the search algorithm with A = 8 and Z = 4 active states are shown with a dotted line.
The DFSE + part. Pre. method is clearly superior to the search algorithm for this complexity number. When A = 16, both algorithms perform approximately equally, however the RSSE algorithm has a more regular structure and at high data rates a parallel implementation is possible. Furthermore at the same number of active states this algorithm needs less operations than the search algorithm, especially for AIKR' 5 4 . For schemes with a very high number of states, a more detailed comparison of both state reduction methods is necessary. (For the example pre- . Simulation results for 4-and 8-ary CPM-schemes ( h = 1 / 4 and h = 1 /8, IREC), state-reduction by part. DFSE (6 dimensions, simulation up to at least 100 independent error events for each point). V. CONCLUSIONS By separating both complexity problems, namely the number of linear filters and the number of memory-states required in optimum coherent CPM receivers, a straight- Fig. 19 . Simulation results for a double trellis-coded CPM-scheme with redundant mapping (ref. to [22] and Table IV , A = 64), M = 4, h = 1 /4, 3RC (6 dimensions, simulation up to at least 100 independent error events for each point).
forward procedure to reduce such complexity has been proposed and its usefulness evaluated in this paper. The reduction in the number of filters can be done more rigorously than the state-reduction at a given SNR-loss. The result yields a double or triple realization of complex baseband signal-processing associated with conventional quadrature PSK-/QAM-receivers. On the other hand, the construction of truly four-dimensional modulation schemes with a constant envelope that go beyond the CPM-schemes currently under discussion seems to be possible by a proper selection of reference signals while maintaining power and bandwidth efficiency features. The four or six dimensional receiver structure offers the implementation of open loop or decision-aided synchronization methods analogous to those discussed for trelliscoded PSK and QAM. The losses caused by incomplete processing of the nonlinear intersymbol interference in CPM-signals with smoothed frequency pulses are reduced by the use of decision feedback. Additional state reduction is demonstrated by the use of substitute signals at the receiver which are formed by the arithmetic mean of slightly different signal elements. This method allows an almost continuous tradeoff between receiver complexity-reduction and SNR-loss. The remaining state-numbers are comparable to those encountered in trellis-coded PSK and QAM, so that CPM with smoothed frequency pulses is useful at equivalent data rates with a similar detection effort.
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